Education Kit
This Education Kit has been developed by the Museum of Tropical Queensland to provide teachers
with resources to plan successful learning experience before, during and after visiting The Butterfly
Man of Kuranda at the Museum of Tropical Queensland from 27th February to 29th April 2012.
Educational materials are included in this kit for teachers to maximize student learning through
interaction with objects and information in the exhibition. Teachers may copy material in this kit for
educational purposes.
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Butterfly Man of Kuranda
This exhibition showcases the spectacular and historic F.P. & A.P. Dodd Collection of
Tropical Insects from Australia and New Guinea.
The exhibition focuses on 28 beautifully-arranged showcases from 1917 through to the
1960s illustrating the diversity and beauty of the Dodd’s collection of butterflies, moths and
beetles.

Things to see and do


Learn how Frederick Parkhurst Dodd became a collector.




Compare the different types of butterflies, moths and beetles on display.
Find out how insects avoid predators including by deception, camouflage, or
mimicry.
Enjoy the visual beauty of the displays.



About the collection
When Frederick Parkhurst Dodd was 21 he moved from Victoria to the remote Queensland
frontier town of Townsville in 1884. He developed a fascination with the wonderful tropical
insects of North Queensland and devoted his life to their study.
Settling in Kuranda, he developed a spectacular show collection of insects for public
viewing. The collection toured nationally in 1918 and 1923. As a result of the successful
tour Dodd became a national figure, known as 'The Butterfly Man of Kuranda'.
His son, Alan Dodd continued his father’s passion for collecting, and in the 1920s brought
the Cactoblastis moth from South America to rid Australia of the scourge of prickly pear, an
outstanding achievement rewarded by both MBE and OBE.
In his retirement Alan undertook several adventurous collecting trips to New Guinea and
produced beautifully arranged cases that complement the older collection of his father.
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Description of individual exhibits

Text under case:
Many of the exquisite blue butterflies in the family Lycaenidae have
caterpillars that are guarded and “milked” for drops of sweet honeydew
by ants. Often their caterpillars feed only at night and hide in ant nests
during the day. F. P. Dodd was fascinated by the complex interactions of
ants with other insects.
Vocabulary:
Dorsal - (literally ‘back’) but means upper side of wings
Ventral - (literally ‘belly’) but means underneath side of wings
Note:
Many butterflies have different colours on the dorsal (upper) side of their
wings and ventral (under) side of their wings. Some of the specimens in
this case are pinned with the ventral (under) side of their wings showing.
Notice the brown underwing and blue upper wing patterns of the same
species.
Often, the underwing pattern is duller than the upper wing colour. This
could be because, as most butterflies hold their wings vertically with their
under wings showing when they are resting, they are well camouflaged.
The colourful upperwings are often used in mating displays.
‘The Butterfly Man of Kuranda’- Education Kit – Museum of Tropical Queensland
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Text under case:
The Northern Birdwing (Ornithoptera priamus) is Australia’s largest butterfly. The drab
females are larger than the green and gold males. The male was chosen as the
symbol for the Queensland Museum in 1986 and remained so until 2004. It is now the
logo of the Queensland Museum Foundation.
Vocabulary:
Sexual dimorphism - a large physical difference between the male and female of the
same species, such as colour, pattern, size
Camouflage – coloration that helps the animal blend in
Note:
Notice the difference in colour, pattern and size between the males and females. This
is called sexual dimorphism. It is widespread in butterflies, with the male often smaller
and more brightly coloured than the female. Males are probably more brightly
coloured than the females to attract the females for mating. Females may need to be
duller to help camouflage themselves during egg-laying. Their larger size may assist
in the carrying of the mass of eggs in their abdomen.
Note that one of the male butterflies is pinned showing the underwing pattern.
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Text under case:
Note the ten large blue and black specimens in the two centre columns. The
bottom six are the poisonous day flying moth, Alcides agathyrsus. Its toxicity
protects it from bird attack. The top four are the New Guinea butterfly Papilio
laglaizei, which mimics Alcides agathyrsus to protect itself from birds. Frederick
Parkhurst Dodd reported this amazing mimicry when he collected them in New
Guinea in 1917.
Vocabulary:
Mimicry – imitating an aspect of another species to protect one or both species
Note:
This type of mimicry is called Batesian mimicry and occurs when an animal
imitates another species to enjoy the protection of an attribute that they do not
share. In this case, the butterfly which is not toxic or unpalatable pretends to be
the poisonous day flying moth. Birds think that the butterfly is the moth and keep
away from it.
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Text under case:
Variations in the Common Egg-fly Butterfly Hypolimnas bolina.
The central column is of six male specimens. These do not vary
significantly. All the rest show the great variation in females.
Vocabulary:
Seasonal
Note:
Female Common Egg-fly Butterflies have at least six different forms and
vary in size and brightness seasonally. Many tropical butterflies have
distinctive seasonal forms, called dry season and wet season forms.
Note the male specimen at the bottom of the case that is pinned upside
down!
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Text under case:
The Hercules Moth Coscinocera Hercules is the world’s largest moth in wing
area. Females (lower pair) are much larger than males (upper pair). F.P.Dodd
was the first to discover its caterpillars soon after moving to Kuranda in 1904.
Vocabulary:
Caterpillar
Note:
Notice the huge difference in sizes between the smallest and largest moths in
this case.
The large green Hercules Moth caterpillars are displayed in the Hercules Moth
display just before the entrance to the Enchanted Rainforest.
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Text under case:
A case of Giant Wood Moths (Cossidae). The large females are the heaviest
moths in the world. F.P. Dodd specialised in breeding these from their grubs,
which bore into the timber of gum trees and wattles. He sent many to Charles
Oberthür, a wealthy collector in France.
Vocabulary:
Larva (singular) and larvae (plural) – a distinct juvenile form many animals
undergo before changing into adults
Grub – larval form of moth or beetle
Caterpillar – larval form of butterfly or moth
Pupa (singular) and pupae (plural) – stage between larva and adult
Chrysalis – pupa of insects and moths
Note:
Look closely at the larvae and pupae. The wings are distinguishable in some
pupae in the case.
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Text under case:
The delicate beauty of these fragile moths is highlighted by the black velvet. Most
are members of the looper family (Geometridae).
Vocabulary:
Prolegs – stumpy appendages on the middle and hind part of the caterpillar. They
are not true legs (caterpillars are insects so have only 6 legs) but serve as legs. The
true legs are at the head end.
Note:
These moths are commonly called ‘looper’ moths because their larvae move by
‘looping’ along. They lack the ‘prolegs’ of other caterpillars in the middle portion of
the body, having only two or three pairs at each end. To move along, the caterpillar
clasps with its front legs and draws up the hind end then clasps with the hind
prolegs.
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Text under case:
A case showing the diversity of colour and shape among moths. The brighter
coloured species are day flying moths, while the more muted are active at
night. Dodd was continually intrigued by the new discoveries of moths he
made.
Vocabulary:
Nocturnal – active at night
Diurnal – active during the day
Note:
Whereas most moths are active at night, some fly during the day. They are
often confused with butterflies, partly because they are brightly coloured.
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Text under case:
This case features a range of delta winged hawk moths. In 1916, Dodd recorded
sound production by Psilogramma menephron, the mottled grey species above
and below the central specimen.
Vocabulary:
Specimen
Note:
Many moths can produce sounds. Male Psilogramma menephron make a
‘tss…tss…tss…’ sound in defence, particularly if handled roughly, by rubbing a
set of specialized scales on ridges on the wing.
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Text under case:
“The Grand Parade”. F. P Dodd arranged this case of 1350 showy North
Queensland beetles for his tour of the southern states in 1918.
Vocabulary:
Concentric
Note:
This case has been named ‘The Grand Parade” because of the resemblance to the
concentric circles of stud livestock arranged in the centre ring of big agricultural
shows in Australia. It features many species of Christmas beetles, Flower Chafers
and Stag Beetles.
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Text under case:
This case contains Phalacrognathus muelleri, Australia’s most magnificent
beetle. It is restricted to the rainforests of the Cairns region where it breeds
in rotten logs. Note the great variation in the length of their jaws.
Vocabulary:
Jaw
Note:
Both males and females of this species have large jaws but the male’s jaws
are larger.
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Text under case:
Australia is famous for its jewel beetles Buprestidae. F.P. Dodd’s sons
climbed tall flowering gum trees to catch these when they came to feed on
nectar.
Vocabulary:
Elytra – hard forewings
Note:
Notice the specimens displayed with the wings extended. Beetles are
characterised by a pair of hard forewings, called elytra, which are extended
when they fly. The hind wings do the actual flying.
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Text under case:
Dodd was proud of the insect giants in his show collection. This case includes
armoured stick insects and katydids from New Guinea. His son Walter
collected the Giant Longicorn Beetle, Batocera wallacei (case centre) in the
McIlwraith Range, North Queensland in 1914.
Vocabulary:
Antenna (singular) and antennae (plural)
Note:
The Giant Longicorn Beetle is Australia’s largest beetle and the male has
antennae that can reach up to 40cm.
Note the two non-insects, the two ground spiders, in the case. As arachnids,
they have eight legs, compared with the six of insects.
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Text under case:
Australian Stick Insects showing off their delicate hind wings. Females are
much larger and heavier than the slender males.
Vocabulary:
Heavier
Note:
Most female stick insects are nearly twice the size of males and although they
have wings, they do not fly. The female is probably bigger because she needs
to carry eggs.
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Text under case:
The featured species in this case is the Ulysses Butterfly, Papillio Ulysses
which occurs in New Guinea and North Queensland. Females differ from
males in having pale blue patches in the dark margins on the hind wings.
Can you find the three females in this case?
Vocabulary:
Hind – back
Fore - front
Note:
Butterflies and moths have two pairs of wings, a pair of fore wings to the
front and hind wings to the back.
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Text under case:
Species of Taenaris and Morphotaenaris are known as Owl butterflies,
because of the round eye spots on their pale wings. They fly only deep inside
the rainforest.
Vocabulary:
Crepuscular: of or like twilight, used to describe animals which are active
mainly at dawn and dusk.
Predator: an organism that lives by eating others
Mimicry: copying the habits behaviour or looks of another organism as a form
of camouflage
Note:
Owl butterflies are characteristically crepuscular, and are most likely to be seen
at dawn and dusk. Their unique colours and patterns allow them to blend with
the shadows deep in the rainforest. The eye spots on their lower wings confuse
the birds and lizards which want to eat them. Owl butterflies are large and can
only fly a short distance at a time which makes it easy for predators to follow
them. It is thought that patterns resembling eyes with light coloured iris and
large pupils mimic the eyes of predators that hunt by sight and therefore scare
away the owl butterfly’s predators.
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Curriculum links Science
The Butterfly Man of Kuranda exhibition has direct links to the Australian Curriculum at all
levels: Foundation – Year 12, particularly in Science - however, the story of F.P. Dodd also
lends itself well to local history, biographical writing, mathematics, sustainability, Aboriginal
culture, as well as providing creative design and artistic inspiration for graphics, art and
dance.
Science: Key Areas





Science Understanding – Biological sciences
Human Endeavour / Nature and development of science
Inquiry Skills
Sustainability

Primary:









Living and non-living
External features of insects
How insects move
Habitat and environment and threats to species
The needs of living things
Life stages of insects
Using the senses to explore the world
Recording and discussing information



Adaptations



Interactions between living things



science understanding can contribute to the preservation of habitat



science understanding can contribute to knowledge of a species

Secondary:


Identification and Classification of species



Scientific purposes and conventions of classification



Food webs and interactions between organisms



Impact of human activities such as mining and insect collection on species




transmission of heritable characteristics from one generation to the next involves
DNA and genes
mutations and survival



Biodiversity



Geographical spread of a species



Creating a scientific argument based on observations and evidence
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Educational resources
The Museum of Tropical Queensland has educational resources available for free loan
including: Insect World Kit/ Invertebrates Kit/ Insect Life History in resin blocks
/Reference Books
Museum of Tropical Queensland Learning Resources
Scroll down – enter search term Backyard Explorer to find PDFs – Leaders guide, Student
Workbooks and data collection sheets.
Wild Backyards
Backyard Explorer: A guide to Biodiversity assessments in Schools and Communities

Entomology Web Resources:
1. Australian Museum
“Insects play an essential role in the web of life. They are an amazingly diverse group of
animals that have conquered almost every environment on earth. Explore the fascinating
world of insects.”
Image galleries and information from the Australian Museum Collection.
 http://australianmuseum.net.au/Insects/
2. CSIRO
Australian National Insect Collection, Moths and ants online, insect fact sheets, images for
colouring, biological control measures, insect identification and common names.
Wide range of useful material for all ages.
 http://www.ento.csiro.au/about_insects/
 http://www.csiro.au/Organisation-Structure/National-Facilities/Australian-NationalInsect-Collection.aspx
3. Aussie Educator
Links to many resources arranged by insect name. Covers all aspects of entomology,
specific insects, images and a range of general information and activities
 http://www.aussieeducator.org.au/curriculum/science/animals/insects.html
4. Rainforest Insects
Gallery and fact sheets on insects specific to the North Queensland Rainforests.
 http://rainforest-australia.com/insects1.htm
5. Entomology Australia
Links are provided to help teachers increase their knowledge of insects and create
awareness of the resources available. Useful fact sheets and publications for extended
investigations support and Higher Level information and practical activities, and Ask an
Entomologist for insect identification.
 http://www.entomology.edu.au/insects-school
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6. Museum of Victoria – Bugs life
Page examining life cycles, complete and incomplete metamorphosis of a range of insects.
Include line drawings, images, diagrams, keywords and classifications and links to
associated information pages.
 http://museumvictoria.com.au/bugs/life/cycles.aspx
7. Department of Primary Industries
Identification and descriptions of pest insects and Mites and their threat to agriculture in
Australia. Also has links within the site to pest species of plants and animals.
 http://www.dpi.vic.gov.au/agriculture/pests-diseases-and-weeds/pest-insects
8. University of Western Australia
Forensic Entomology: Teachers Guide.
Using insects to solve crimes- the importance of flies and bugs in establishing time frames
based on states of decay and life history progression.
 http://www.clt.uwa.edu.au/__data/page/112507/fse07_forensic_entomology.pdf
9. Wet Tropics Authority
A range of resources suitable for all year levels about the plants, animals and cultural
heritage of the rainforest.
 http://www.wettropics.gov.au/pa/pa_default.html
 http://www.wettropics.gov.au/st/rainforest_explorer/index.htm
10. Climate Watch Australia

Students and teachers can register to participate with communities Australia wide to
observe, record and discover animal species in their local area
 http://www.climatewatch.org.au/species/insects
11. Biometrics – Insect Robotics

Engineers study the movements of a variety of insects to inform their design of robots.
 http://www.science.org.au/nova/084/084key.htm
12. 3D Insects

Website devoted to the creation of virtual insects using computer technology. Provides links
to other 3D websites.
 http://home.comcast.net/~sharov/3d/interact.html
13. University of Sydney
Excellent site of teachers and senior students covering all aspects of Entomology


http://bugs.bio.usyd.edu.au/learning/resources/Entomology/entoSplash.html
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Insect Morphology
Features of Arthropods:







Insect
Morphologyect Morphology
Exoskeleton - a hard protective covering around the outside of the body (divided by sutures
into plates called sclerites)
Segmented body
Jointed limbs and jointed mouthparts - that allow extensive specialization
Bilateral symmetry - whereby a central line can divide the body into two identical halves, left
and right
Ventral nerve cord - as opposed to a vertebrate nerve cord which is dorsal
Dorsal blood pump

Five important classes of Arthropods are:
Class Arachnida (arachnids)





2 body segments - cephalothorax and abdomen
8 legs
1 pair of chelicerae
no antennae

Class Chilopoda (centipedes)





many body segments
1 pair of legs per body segment
1 pair of antennae
1st pair of legs modified into venomous �fangs�

Class Diplopoda (millipedes)




Many body segments
2 pair of legs per body segment
1 pair of antennae

Class Crustacea (crustaceans)





Several body segments - head, thorax and abdomen
Segments may be fused
Varied number of legs
2 pairs of antennae

Class Insecta (Insects)





3 body segments - head, thorax and abdomen
6 legs
1 pair of antennae
Diverse modifications to appendages

University of Sydney
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Activity: Similarities and differences

Choose two insects and compare them. How are they the same and what are their
differences?
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How can you tell?
Moths, butterflies and skippers are all insects in the order Lepidoptera .
There are five families of butterflies and one family of skippers, which share some specialised
similarities in body form. All of these families are present in Australia.
Moths form a larger group of 125 families worldwide. In Australia, 82 families of moths are
represented, with over 95% of species diversity in the order Lepidoptera represented by moths.

General Rules for telling the differences between Moths and Butterflies
Colour:


Moths: Duller colours





Butterflies and Skippers: Brighter
colours
Exceptions: Many moths are brilliantly
coloured, especially day-flying ones
such as the Northern Queensland Day
Moth Alcides metaurus (Uraniidae), or
the Jacob's Coat Moth Agarista agricola
(Noctuidae). Many butterflies and
skippers are dark brown with few
markings.





Resting posture:




Moths: Hold wings flat when resting
Butterflies and Skippers: Hold wings
together above body when resting
Exceptions: Many moths, including
geometrid moths hold their wings up in a
butterfly-like fashion when resting.
Butterflies in the lycaenid subfamily
Riodininae, and skippers in the
subfamily Pyrginae hold their wings flat
when resting.

Pupae




Antennae

Moths: Pupae spin a cocoon
Butterflies and Skippers: Pupae
(chrysalids) not in cocoon
Exceptions: Many moths do not spin a
cocoon, many butterflies and skippers
form a silken shelter, often with plant
leaves.

Source: Dr.Dave Britton, Collection Manager
Entomology, Australian Museum.



Moths: Have simple thread-like or
'feathery' antenna without a club
Butterflies and Skippers: Have a
thickened club or hook on the tip of the
antenna, never 'feathery'
Exceptions: Several families of moths
have antennae with clubs, most notably
the Castniidae (Sun Moths)

Wings




Moths: Wings are linked together with a
bristle-like structure called a frenulum
Butterflies and Skippers: Wings are not
linked – no frenulum
Exceptions: Australia has the only
skipper in the world with a frenulum, the
Regent Skipper Euschemon rafflesia
(Hesperiidae). Also, many moths do not
have a frenulum.

Forelegs
 Moths: Forelegs fully developed
 Butterflies and Skippers: Forelegs
reduced, missing terminal (end)
segments
 Exceptions: Only some butterflies have
reduced forelegs. Most skippers have
normal forelegs.
Behaviour
 Moths: Fly at night
 Butterflies and Skippers: Fly during the
day
 Exceptions: A few butterflies and
skippers are active at dusk; many moth
species are day-flying.
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Victorian Gentlemen Collectors 1800’s
Lord Lionel Walter Rothschild opened a private mueum
and zoo at Tring in England in 1892.
He had 2,250,000 butterflies and he collected exotic
animals from all around the world.

Some of Rothchild's butterfly collection 1

During the 1800s gentlemen collectors built their
own private collections from specimens they
collected, traded or bought from others around
the world. Many of these extensive collections
now form the basis of museum collections around
the world. Billions of biological specimens provide
scientists of today with a baseline of type
specimens that provide the foundation of
knowledge of species biodiversity on Earth, and
continue to provide information on habitat and
environmental changes.


Research some of the other Gentlemen
Collectors who bought specimens from
Dodd.



Have a debate about the pros and cons of
collecting.
Collectors: Preserving the species?




How have amateur collectors, explorers
and natural historians contributed to
Science?



What new species would you like named
after you? What would it be called?

Walter Rothschild was one of the
most prolific collectors that
Frederick Dodd dealt with.
Rothschild's collection included
300,000 bird skins, 200,000
birds' eggs, 2,250,000 butterflies,
and 30,000 beetles, as well as
thousands of specimens of
mammals, reptiles, and fishes.
They formed the largest
zoological collection ever
amassed by a private individual.
Rothschild opened his private
museum in 1892. It housed one
of the largest natural history
collections in the world, and was
open to the public.
The Walter Rothschild Zoological
Museum at Tring is now a
division of the British Natural
History Museum.
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Curriculum Links History
Primary Concepts
Historical Knowledge and understanding






Examining and Comparing past and present
Family Life
Local history
Impact of Settlement on Aboriginal peoples
Changes in natural and built environment over time

History Skills


Chronology and timelines

Analysis and use of sources



Using journal entries and photographs
Using objects to identify past practices

Perspectives and Interpretation


Accessing and using primary sources to examine multiple perspectives
- role of men, women, children and Aboriginal peoples in the local area

Explanation and communication



Respond to objects and photographs and primarty sources in a range of imaginative ways
Develop narratives of the past

Secondary:
Historical Knowledge and understanding






European expansion and colonisation
The Victorian Age
Australian settlement
Impact of settlement, and past practices on natural environment
Significant individuals in Townsville’s history

History Skills


Chronology

Analysis and use of sources


Access, analyse and compare photographs, journals and document

Perspectives and Interpretation


Role of men, women, children and Aboriginal peoples in Townsville in the period 1880 -1903

Explanation and communication


Respond to objects, photographs, primary and secondary sources of information with
empathy and imagination using a range of communication forms (oral, graphic, written) and
digital technologies
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Curriculum Links English
The objects in the exhibition provide many examples of
 text types
 formal and informal use of language
 use of language for particular purposes, contexts.
 Use of Latin roots and conventions for scientific purposes.
There are many opportunities for identifying and understanding
 text to self
 text to text
 text to world
Development of literacy and comprehension skills including
 visual literacy skills
 use of comprehension strategies to interpret and analyse information and ideas,
comparing content from a variety of textual sources
Development of imaginative and creative responses to exhibition objects and stories
through
 Speech
 Drama
 narrative
 description
 poetry
Investigation of differing points of view, historical and social contexts to develop persuasive
argument both written and oral.
Examine journal writing and biographical writing .through use of primary and secondary
sources.

For assistance with developing resources for particular Year Levels and purposes
contact the Museum Education staff.
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Timeline
11 Mar 1861
1865
Jan 1879
1884
1885
1887
17 Nov 1887
1888
1888 - 1894

1894
Apr 1895
1895 – 1899

1899
9 Mar1903
Jan 1904
Aug 1908 - 1910
1912

1912

1912

1925
1917
1918
1923 – 24
27Jul 1937
1940
1987

Frederick Pankhurst Dodd Born in Wickliffe, Victoria
Queensland Museum Founded
Joined the Union Bank in Stawell as a clerk
Transferred to Townsville
Introduced to butterfly collecting
Won medal at the Townsville Show for his “Collection of Butterflies”
Married Jane Gertrude Dempsey
Transferred to Brisbane
Made many entomological connections in Brisbane, increased his
scientific knowledge and gained valuable experience in preservation
and display of insects.
Transferred to Charters Towers
Dodd retired from Bank and returned to Brisbane
Supplied naturalists and Gentlemen Collectors– Lord Walter
Rothschild, Charles Oberthur, ,Lord Thomas Walshingham, JJ Joicey –
whose collections of insects were passed to the British museum and
together with the specimens the British Museum had already bought
from Dodd form the most important collection of Australian insects
outside Australia.
Returned to Townsville – lived in a house at the corner of Cook and
Warburton Streets North Ward.
Dodd’s house, insect collections and scientific papers were damaged
or destroyed by Cyclone Leonta.
Dodd moved his family to the corner of Thongon and Condoo Streets,
Kuranda
Collecting expeditions to Darwin and Herberton
Dodd family moved house – “Catesby” on the corner of Condoo and
Morong Streets Kuranda, subsequently sold to the Kuranda Hotel in
1925.
Walter became a collector for the South Australian Museum and using
Aboriginal guides explored and collected in Western Austral and
Northern Territory
Alan becomes Assistant Entomologist with the Sugar Bureau at
Meringa. Researched Scelionidae naming 378 of 445 species known in
Australia. Between 1912 and 1939
Introduced Cactoblastis moth to Australia with great success in
combating Prickly Pear and was awarded an MBE and OBE.
Frederick and Walter travelled to on an expedition t o New Guinea
First Travelling Exhibition to Townsville, Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne
and Adelaide and Country Victoria
Second Travelling Exhibition Sydney, Melbourne and major
Queensland Towns
Frederick Dodd died at Kuranda
Dodd’s Collections finally closed to the public
Dodd family donated Collection to Queensland Museum
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Butterfly Man – Clerk to Collector
.

Frederick Parkhurst Dodd was born 11th March 1861.
he grew up in country Victoria, one of eight children.
As a boy he was interested in nature observing
spiders, collecting bird eggs but his real passion was
cricket. He joined the Union Bank at 18 as a clerk
and was transferred to Townsville in 1884.
At that time Townsville was still a fledgling township “a frontier port – a straggle of cottages and muddy
lanes spread between Castle hill and the foreshore
and south to the banks of Ross River.”
Townsville did have a cricket club and he was noted
for his batting, and was presented with a book of
Longfellow’s poetry by fellow cricketers.
He was introduced to another pastime exploring the
tropical vegetation around Townsville with an
Englishman who introduced him to the art of butterfly
collecting and won a medal for his collection of
butterflies at the Townsville Show in 1887.

Frederick Dodd collected numerous
specimens and over 100 were named
after him; however, for the most part he
let others do the describing and naming
of new species. His great passion was
preserving and displaying the insects,
so he could share his great knowledge
and passion with ordinary people.
He wrote of his discoveries and
observations in the scientific journals of
the day and at Natural History Society
meetings.
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Activity: Biographical Poem
Using the information in the Clerk to Collector information sheet and from the exhibition
panels, write a poem using the formula below:

How to Write a Bio-poem
(Line 1) First name
(Line 2) Three or four adjectives that describe the person
(Line 3) Important relationship (daughter of . . . , mother of . . . , etc)
(Line 4) Two or three things, people, or ideas that the person loved
(Line 5) Three feelings the person experienced
(Line 6) Three fears the person experienced
(Line 7) Accomplishments (who composed /who discovered / etc.)
(Line 8) Two or three things the person wanted to see happen or
wanted to experience
(Line 9) His or her residence
(Line 10) Last name

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From Abromitis, B.S. (1994, June/July). Bringing lives to life. Biographies in reading and the content areas. Reading Today, 11, 26.
Reprinted with permission of the publisher and author.
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Life in Townsville 1880s and 1890s

Overlooking Flinders Street and Ross Creek 1884

Children of workers at sawmill north of Townsville 1890

Looking west along Flinders St. 1884

Children outside Central school 1888

Union Bank with delivery dray outside. (Perc Tucker Gallery)

Flinders Street East 1888

Aboriginal camp outside Townsville 1890

Dining Room at ‘Wolverton’ 1895
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Charters Towers: Centre of the World
Charters Towers resembled a
moonscape in the 1880s with
most of the trees and vegetation
stripped and cleared for mining
operations.
 What do you think Mr
Dodd’s reactions were
when he first arrived there
in 1894?
 Discuss the impact of
mining on local flora,
fauna and the lifestyle of
the aboriginal people living
there.

Mining was heavy and labour intensive work compared to Dodd’s job
as a bank clerk.
 How do you think he spent his days and why would he write in
his journal of “…having a thorough hatred of all kinds of
clerical work and being imprisoned in buildings.”


He loved playing cricket and became passionate about
collecting butterflies and insects and quite particular about
observing and displaying them. What does this tell you about
his personality?
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Life in the North 1880 -1900
These are photographs of
Charters Towers in the 1880s
 Can you spot the
different modes of
transport in each of
these photographs?
 There is one thing in
common in all of the
photographs. What is it?
 What are the large dark
spots on the ground?
Consider the social and
health implications of
this.
 List the things that are
different in 2012

A busy day in Mossman Street Charters towers 1884



What sorts of things
were carried by Cobb
and Co.?



Why was this company
so important?



If Mr Dodd sent a letter
to his friends, how long
do you think it would take
to arrive in Brisbane?

Charters Towers Post Office 1880s with the Cobb & Co
Coach waiting outside.

The Charters Towers Railway station was
opened in 1884 and created a link between
Townsville and Charters Towers.
 What was carried on the train?

Charters Towers Railway station 1884



How was the railway link important to the
development of Townsville?



What Impact did the new transport system
have on Cobb and Co.?



Copy a map of the area and locate all the
towns that were connected by this new link
between Townsville and Charters Towers.
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Ladies on the veranda
.
The sunlight
seems to shining
strongly through the lattice work
on the veranda. These ladies
were dressed in the fashion of
the times.
 Do you think they would
be comfortable during a
tropical summer? Why or
Why not?


There are several items in
this photo which would
have been used to combat
the heat. Can you list
them?

Graziers in Charters Towers
They may have played cricket with him
or he may have served them when they
had business to conduct at the bank.
 What is a grazier?
 Note their clothing and compare
to how men dress today.
 It was common for men to have
beards in those days. Can you
think of reasons for this?

Write a conversation between Dodd and one of the people in these
photographs remembering that the language they used was quite proper and
formal.
Here is a journal excerpt that describes his introduction to butterfly collecting to give
you an idea of how they wrote in those days.
“A fellow lodger, a young English man who was butterfly collector, asked me to
accompany him into the bush and somewhat amused I joined in the chase. It was not
long before I contracted the fever and whilst his attack passed off in time, mine
increased in intensity….”
Historic photographs of Townsville and Charters Towers 1880s and 1890s and Cyclone
Leonta 1903 from Townsville City Council, Picture Australia, TROVE accessed and used
for educational purposes only.
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Activity: Past and Present
Compare and contrast:

1880s

2012

Clothes

Recreation

Transport

Houses

Communication
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Cyclone Leonta – Townsville - 9th March 1903
Walter was at school and this is what he
remembered:
“…I was at Central School, and by evading the
masters, I had a splendid view of the havoc
being wrought in North Ward … I actually saw
the hospital blown away and falling to pieces in
mid-air… we were sent home, but as I
approached Warburton Street, I found our house
destroyed and the I searched under the timber
for my parents. Jim Kelly came over from Cook
Street and took me in charge. They all had
narrow escapes and my mother was hurt … next
morning we went over to survey our losses
which were heavy. I remember entomological
pins of all sizes were scattered on the floor in
thousands.”


Walters’s last sentence evokes a powerful
image. How do you think Mr Dodd felt
when he saw all his books, catalogues and
collections destroyed?



Research the impact Cyclone Leonta had
on Townsville? Althea in 1971 was also a
cyclone that caused significant damage to
Townsville. How do we prepare for cyclones
now? Compare the warning systems that
might have been used and the measures
taken by people.





Research the impact of cyclones on the

. natural
Considerenvironment
the impact onand
Dodd’s
collecting.
how long
it takes

(1)

Townsville General Hospital, North Ward

Junction Eyre and Gregory Street, NorthWard

the bush and insect populations to recover
after a cyclone. Consider the impact on
Dodd’s collecting.

Queens Park hotel on the corner of Eyre and Gregory, North Ward
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Cyclone Leonta – Townsville - 9th March 1903 (2)
Alan Dodd was seven years old and in the house with his mother and father when
Cyclone Leonta struck just after 1pm. As an old man he still remembered the event
vividly:
“About 1pm a terrific gust tore the ceiling and roof off in one piece…shortly after, while we
were making our escape… another gust lifted the house off its low blocks and slammed it
against the kitchen … the lattice door flung shut and knocked mother back inside and
unconscious for a while. With father out in the street we were picked up by each
succeeding gust carried along through space and then dropped flat … shelter was found
… behind a low earth bank where after a while we were joined by my mother streaked with
blood from numerous deep cuts. We terrified youngsters hid our faces in Mother’s lap.”



Have you had a similar experience with a natural disaster? Perhaps it was a flood,
cyclone, earthquake or bushfire.



Write or draw your memory of that event. Use a Looks like, Sounds Like, Feels Like
worksheet to organise your thoughts before you write your recount.



Imagine you were one of the Dodd family that day. Write a recount from someone else’s
perspective – Mrs Dodd, one of the other children, Mr Dodd – before, during and after the
cyclone hit. Act out Alan’s recollections.

Walker Street Townsville 1903

St. James Cathedral 1903
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